Tizian Zirconia
Reinforced Composite

The System
Congratulations on choosing **Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite**. This innovative CAD/CAM material is a newly developed combination of high performance acrylics and zirconium dioxide.

Read more on how to **get the most** out of your full metal-free restorations with Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite in combination with dialog Occlusal.

Have you got any more questions? Please call us for information at +49 6003 814-365.

Cover picture: 13-unit polished long-term temporary made from Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite.
The material ensures **a high degree of wearing comfort** for the patients due to its elasticity and slight flexibility. The „buffer function“ helps to spread chewing forces which minimizes the stress on bones and implants.

Consequently, you **support** the **preservation** of the **jaw bone**. This is an important aspect, not only with regard to implant-supported restorations.
Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite imitates the elasticity of the dentin core. The material dialog Occlusal applied onto the Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite simulate the hardness of the natural enamel. In this combination, the two materials recreate the configuration of natural teeth („bionic principle“).

Restorations veneered with dialog Occlusal convince by their translucency, their homogeneous surfaces and their resistance against plaque.

Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite has a considerably low elasticity module (E-modulus). When appropriately designed and combined with a elastic composite veneer*, which is optional, it will reduce chipping to a minimum. This makes it especially well suited for bridgeworks.

* Please observe the material’s instructions.
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The **system** of Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite and dialog Occlusal is **wear-resistant** and **abrasion-stable** because of the adapted elasticity module and the moderate Vickers hardness. These excellent characteristics also make this combination **gentle on both the jaw joints and the antagonists**.

*Table-Tops made from Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite, veneered with dialog Occlusal and individualized with dialog Vario Chroma Flow.*

Due to its very good physical properties, this system is extremely well suited for **CMD and bruxism patients**.
Create **permanent restorations** of up to **three units** (individual crowns, inlays, onlays, veneers, three-unit bridges) and **long-term temporaries** of up to 16 units with a wearing time of up to **two years**.

13-unit polished long-term temporary made from Tizian Zirconia Reinforced Composite.

**Permanent restorations** are veneered with a composite veneering material (e.g. dialog Occlusal).
It’s a perfect fit - Contact us now for your individual offer.
Call us at +49 6003 814-365 or send us a fax at +49 6003 814-907.

**dialog Bonding Fluid**  
*Art. No. 643922*  

**dialog Occlusal**  
*Art. No. 643610*  
Light-curing composite for full veneers, occlusal veneers and for the recreation of the cusps. Echoes the look of natural enamel. Available in the following shades: A3, B2, SL, SR, clear, blue

**dialog Vario Chroma Flow Set**  
*Art. No. 643410*  
Set of colors to individualize your restorations. Available in the following shades: blue, white, orange, dark brown, light brown, yellow, khaki, clear